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MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
MAPLE ATHLETIC FLOOR

AUTOMATIC

Care and simple maintenance of your Maple
Athletic Floor is vital in extending its life
expectancy. Properly cared for, the floor can
look great, remain safe, and play like new until
it’s time to screen and recoat the
surface.

It’s imperative to properly adjust the amount of
water flowing out of your auto scrubber. You
want just enough water to keep the pad driver
saturated during operation. Never turn the water
adjustment on the auto
scrubber to full open.

DAILY CARE: DUST MOPPING

Supplies & Equipment:
◦ Super Shine-All Floor Cleaner
◦ Auto Scrubber
◦ pre-treated dust mop
◦ wet floor signs

Dust Mopping is the least expensive and most
important procedure to keep a maple floor in
top condition. The dust mop used for the gym
floor should be used exclusively for this floor
only, and the dust mop head should be changed
weekly.
Supplies & Equipment:
◦ pre-treated dust mop
◦ broom and lobby pan
Procedures
1. Dust mop the floor with a clean, pretreated dust mop.
2. Remove the dirt from the floor with the
broom and dust pan.
3. Repeat process a minimum of twice daily.

BI-MONTHLY: MANUAL & AUTOMATIC
MANUAL
Supplies & Equipment:
◦ Super Shine-All Floor Cleaner
◦ measuring cup
◦ pre-treated dust mop
◦ broom and lobby pan
◦ cotton mop head and handle
◦ wet floor signs
Procedures
1. Complete Daily Care procedures 1-3.
2. Place “wet floor” signs in doorways.
3. Fill the mop bucket up to just below the
Finger with water. Add 3oz. of Super
Shine-All per gallon of water in your
bucket.
4. Damp mop the floor, changing the water
and Super Shine-All mixture for every
400 square feet of flooring mopped.
Continue mopping.

Procedures
1. Complete Daily Care procedures 1-3.
2. Place “wet floor” signs in doorways.
3. Fill the Auto Scrubber solution tank with
water and add 2oz. of Shine-All per
gallon of water.
4. Auto scrub the floor. Remember, when
you stop moving any auto scrubber, the
brush or pad driver and solution output
must be turned off. If you do not turn
the scrubber off, you risk damaging your
floor.

ANNUAL REFINISHING
To preserve the beauty and life of your maple
athletic floor, we recommend that recreational
surfaced receive periodic refinishing. Normal wear
and tear combined with proper maintenance will
determine the appropriate refinishing
schedule for your floor. Most gymnasium floors
should be recoated annually.

COMPLETE RESURFACING
From time to time, even most properly cared for
maple athletic floors should received a complete
resurfacing. This will restore the luster in an older
gym surface, and assures long life and excellent
performance. We recommend resurfacing your
floor about every 8 to 10 years. The process
begins by sanding and removing layers of finish
and game lines down to the raw wood. Next,
damaged boards or surface area are replaced or
repaired. Once the repair and sanding process is
completed, resurfacing begins. Once complete,
your gym floor will look as good as new!

